Teaching with video
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This paper focuses on the uses of audio-visual material in the context of University lectures. It aims to demonstrate the breadth and variety of the visual and audio material available; and by so doing stimulate the 'audience' to think about ways in which audio-visual techniques could be applied to their own areas of instruction.
While it may be an old and rather trite statement that: 'a picture is worth a thousand words', it is difficult to overestimate the IMPACT of visual material. We are, as humans, extremely visually oriented, and making use of this fact means that learning can be maximised.
However, it needs to be both thought through and prepared very carefully, or what you end up with is a mishmash of visual material which hinders rather than aids the learning process.
TIming, spacing, delivery and juxtaposition of the different forms of material is crucial. The lecture presentation, the 'doing', is the carrier of the message. The 'telling'; the pedagogical analysis, (which provides the rationale, explanation and justification), both informs the presentation and is the basis for its evaluation as to relevance.
Visuals
I would argue that visuals ALWAYS lift the quality of the presentation in a lecture, adding an additional dimension to the delivery. In the case of the Sociology 100 quadruple lecture, if you use the complete 50 minute product, then the problems of identical delivery, sustaining the fire (impact) and timing are solved in the preparation stage. If on the other hand you are using shorter video pieces throughout the lecture as an adjunct to the spoken word (and overheads), then the video excerpts provide a structure and of course enhance/multiply the impact.
Furthermore, it is moving pictures not still images, that have the most impact.
There is, however, one caveat on the divide between single frame and moving images, and that is where you use a video camera (or a computer) to 'stack' the images in a sequence or to actually pan and zoom a single image. If the single image; and it can be a photograph, or a painting or drawing, is sufficiently detailed, then you can actually move around inside the image to focus in on say, a corridor or a painting on a wall, or one piece of the action in a painting of a crowd.
OVERVIEW
Sources of visuals
To utilise this method to the full the teacher has to both take the time to build up a suitable library of visual material and to have access to a video camera and mixing equipment. Professional mixing equipment is out of most peoples' reach because of cost, (it is certainly out of mine!), but using two video recorders at home produces a reasonable finished product. The camera I use is a Cannon EX1, cost: $4 000, but any camcorder in the $1 500 plus range should be adequate.
Audio:
1) Direct audio 'message' should be:
Clear.
Paced.
Conversational (not a read out).
Obey the: 'no more than ten minute duration' law.
2) Musical overdubs must fit to both the visual cut and the topic.
3) Audio must link visual cuts together into a coherent
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mixing facility (located in CEDIR) not directly connected to specific Faculties and there are three problems with doing your lecture preparation on their equipment. 1) Visuals must be striking.
2) Visuals must 'carry' the story.
3) Visuals must come from a number of sources. 
OVERVIEW
Conclusions and a warning
